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I have wasted a lot of virtual ink over the past few weeks writing silly commentary about Progressive
Flo, the insurance spokeswoman. I’m going to give it up and move forward with a pseudo-
productive life. Maybe tomorrow. Sunday night I saw the new Progo advertisement and was
astounded. Honestly, there isn’t much that astounds me, but this ad sure tried. The commercial
featured Captain Ahab in the digitized insurance savings world, getting a quote from Flo. Yes, this
was the peg legged, whale obsessed Ahab of Moby Dick. I hadn’t thought  about the Captain any
more than I had Captain Stubing since tenth grade American Literature. Now, if you were
whisked 160 years into the future (190 if you count the fact that Ahab was based on the Captain of
the Essex, which sank in 1820) wouldn’t you have some questions, besides “how much can I save
on boat insurance?” I might  wonder at the incandescent lights, weird easy listening music, or (at the
very least) the kabuki make-up wearing saleswoman. I don’t hate the commercial, however. In fact, I
now want to be a copy writer for the ad agency which produces the spots (Arnold Worldwide, as it
were). Absurdity makes sense to me. Not much else does, but at least I’ve got that.

My wife came into the house whistling the theme from the Smurfs earlier today. Why did a
generation of children let themselves be educated by such an odd show? For one thing, it was like
an episode of Lockdown. 99 single, young guys, one woman, an elderly chaperon, and a repressed
wizard who lives with his cat. Only a handful of the 99 male smurfs had a shot with the lone village

woman. The strong guy, the fix it guy and the really stupid guy. That was it. The
other 96 were s.o.l. She was seeing Papa Smurf on the side, anyway. Either
that, or he was her pimp. Why else would he have the only pair of red pants in
the village? Then there was poor Gargamel. Years of therapy wouldn’t cure
what was messing with him (or me, but that’s another story). How would his
obit read? Spent life with cat. Greatest accomplishment was creating
Smurfette and and ruining the lives of 99 boy Smurfs. How would my obit read.
Maybe it would be “Once devoted entire paragraph to Smurfs. Downhill from
there.”
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